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ABSTRACT

In Syracuse, New York, there is a need to help young women develop skills that will prepare them
for the workforce and help create an emotional, physical and financial independent lifestyle. Girls
Inc. of Syracuse and Onondaga County is an affiliate non-profit organization in Syracuse, NY, which
currently assists with this need, however, their outreach is limited due to inadequate staffing, small
programming budgets and most of all a lack of space to facilitate programs. The Blodgett School
in Syracuse, New York is my proposed location for the new Girls Inc. of Syracuse and Onondaga
County. The Blodgett School was built in 1918 in a Beaux-Arts style at at 312 Oswego St, Syracuse,
NY 13204. The building stands as a visual reminder of a once flourishing past, but has fallen into
poor condition over time due to insufficient funding and poor maintenance. I feel it is important for
the young women to see a building being adapted to fit a new purpose much like they are adapting
their own lives to fulfill a new purpose.
I developed a three-part strategy for proposing the reuse of the Blodgett School for the new
home of the Girls Inc. of Syracuse and Onondaga County using my knowledge from my environmental
and interior design program. My process is comprised of three parts: empower the girls, preserve
the Blodgett, and promote the importance of women’s history in Upstate New York. I will attempt to
empower the girls through the use of inclusive design that allows them to customize the spaces they
use and adapt them for their needs and preferences. Following the Syracuse Landmark Preservation
Board: Standards for Rehabilitation, the building would be preserved and restored to its original
physical integrity. Since the physical structure of the building will remain nearly identical to the
original floor plan, I will be rebranding the interior to fit the needs of the girls and promoting women’s
empowerment. This will be a continuous visual element in the gathering spaces, which promote the
Girls Inc. motto “to empower girls to be strong, smart and bold.” My final submission is a collection
of construction proposals, furniture/material plans and 3-D renderings to show how the Blodgett
School could be transformed into the new home to the Girls Inc. of Syracuse and Onondaga County.

i.

ADVICE TO FUTURE HONORS STUDENTS

Being a design student, which requires a thesis project, and having a capstone project through
honors did not sound daunting to me as a freshman or sophomore. Now as I turn in my thesis and
capstone projects, I realize that I should have been more aware of my own limitations and explored
my final thesis deliverable options earlier. While I am happy with my work, I can say I was hindered
by not mastering all of the computer technology that I wanted to use in my thesis before my senior
year. I would tell future honors students to try to plan ahead as much as possible. My other advice is
to utilize the best of your abilities that you have learned in the last four years. Your capstone should
be a reflection on your growth and what you have learned during your college experience. Find joy
in the experience and push yourself to meet your personal goals. Be proud of your own work and
accomplishments as you turn in your capstone and finish your undergraduate career.

ii.

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

The Girls Inc. of Syracuse and Onondaga
County is presently a small operation in the local
Syracuse New York YMCA. Girls Inc. has been
recognized as a national organization since 1945
and has locations in all fifty states, but facilitates
differently in each location based on the needs
of the demographic they are serving. The need
for girls in the Near Westside of Syracuse (NWS)
to have a meaningful afterschool curriculum
and outlet is beyond the current physical and
financial capability of the Syracuse City School
District. The Near Westside area has an average
graduation rate of twenty percent and is located
in a high-crime neighborhood in the middle of
a food desert (“Near Westside Neighborhood
in Syracuse, New York (NY), 13202, 13204
Detailed Profile”). Allowing a national non-profit
organization to expand in this community should
help with the current high school drop out rate,
the crime rate and the career readiness aptitude
that these girls will have after participating in the
daily afterschool program. By filling this need in
the area, girls will be able to grow academically
and give back to their community.
This historic renovation project will take place at
the Blodgett School at 312 Oswego St, Syracuse,
NY 13204. The building was completed in 1918 as
a trade school with the building floors separated
by male and female curriculum. The structure has
had minimal repairs and improvements in the
last hundred years and if preserved could be a
landmark for the community (“Blodgett Structure
Interview”). My proposed renovation plans
followed the Syracuse Landmark Preservation

iii.

Board: Standards for Rehabilitation and kept
in mind the LEED Green Building certification
process. Using the Blodgett School for a new Girls
Inc. location will help give the young women in
the NWS a place to learn, grow and explore while
also teaching them about the history of women’s
rights in Upstate New York. The architecture and
location of the building are rich in history and
can be emphasized through the new building
usage. The building will also serve as a gathering
space for the local community events through
the rentable theater spaces, open women’s
rights gallery and available third floor.
To demonstrate my ideas for the reuse of
the Blodgett, I utilized multiple strategies for
space analysis and to determine the needs
of the building for Girls Inc. By creating an
adjacency matrix and specifically documenting
the building needs and spacial allocation, I was
able to determine that the best way to use the
building was to create a clear division between
public and private spaces. The public spaces will
generate extra income for Girls Inc. and create
additional gathering spaces for community use
in a neighborhood, which lacks safe meeting
spaces. The private spaces will be soley used by
Girls Inc. are completely secured for the safety
of the girls against any harms of the outside
environment. The Girls Inc. facility is designed
to promote their mission to inspire girls to be
strong, smart, and bold in an inclusive and
educational environment.

have freedom of expression and collaboration.
While adapting my design to this specific building,
I also created a branding strategy that could be
used in Girls Inc. locations throughout the world.
I utilized their current brand guide with the
signature red and grey colors and Univers fonts,
but I also added accent colors and guidelines
for placement of graphics and colors to be used
in any new Girls Inc. facility. This overarching
branding scheme could help current centers in
the U.S. and new centers to promote a cohesive
visual message throughout their facilities. The
branding would also include inspiring messages
from women in history and visual displays to
teach girls about the importance of women’s
rights in the U.S. and around the world.

After determining what space would be used
and how it will be used, I had to choose what
would stay of the original design and what would
change. Exposed brick, restored hardwood
flooring and terrazzo and bluestone marble
all remain as staples of the original Blodgett
design from 1918. New additions of drywall, wall
features, more adaptive lighting and recreating
the original windows will give new life to the
space and allow the girls to have a new bright,
playful space to explore. As for the furniture,
the need for flexibile furniture and inclusive
learning spaces is the thematic tie between
the furniture choices and specification. Nesting
chairs and tables allow for easy movement of the
furniture by the girls in order to customize the
space as they see fit. The girls will have access
to convertible lounge furniture to allow them to

This project brings together the importance of
preserving history and creating a better future:
By preserving the Blodgett, which is a landmark
in the Nearwest Side, and giving it a renewed
purpose as a center to help and educate the
community. Showing the girls the history of
women in Upstate, New York, specifically the
women’s rights movement, and inspiring them
to continue the mission to fight for equal rights.
Helping the Girls Inc. brand to speak to the needs
of girls around the U.S. to help them develop
skills they can use as an adult in the workforce.
These three goals work synonomously in the new
Girls Inc. of Syracuse and Onondaga County in
the Blodgett.

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

The Girls Inc. facility will provide spaces for
studying, learning, playing, exercising and
collaborating. The first floor has general use
spaces like teaching kitchen, study room,
multi-purpose classrooms, a 2-D art room
and employee facilities. The second floor has
rooms with more specific uses such as a 3-D art
classroom, music classroom, age designated
lounges, volunteer center, and fitness/dance
studio. The curiculm provided in the different
classes will teach the girls about new careers,
lifestyles and interpersonal skills. Girls Inc.
already has developed curriculum for these
needs, so this facility will provide the proper
space and resources to allow that program to
flourish.

iv.

PREFACE

Historical preservation of buildings is not a universally common practice in the United States. As a relatively young country,
attachment to buildings and history is not as strong as in Europe. Often buildings with enriching history and culture are torn
down to make room for a cheaper construction of a new facility instead of repurposing what is already present. In Upstate
New York, there are multiple organizations dedicated to preserving the buildings in the region, but the general community
awareness is still lacking. I chose to base my capstone in an area where my building was “the last man standing.” The Near
Westside had been home to the wealthy and elite of Syracuse historically, but now the Blodgett School remains one of the
last pillars from the past of beaux-arts architecture in this neighborhood. By following the Syracuse Landmark Preservation Board: Standards for Rehabilitation, I have not made many physical changes to the structure of the building, but have
instead changed the purpose, intent, and overall functionality of the building. These standards promote maintaining the
original building and materials as much as possible while still allowing for necessary updates to be done to fit new building
codes and accessibility determined by ADA.

v.

Women’s Career Readiness Center
Girls Inc. of Syracuse and Onondaga County:
A Career Readiness Center on the Near Westside

PROBLEM ANALYSIS

RATIONALE FOR STUDY

Girls Inc. is a national organization that
inspires all girls to be strong, smart and
bold.
The network of local Girls Inc. nonprofit
organizations serves 140,000 girls ages
6-18 annually at over 1,200 sites in 350
cities across the United States and Canada.
The Girls Inc. of Onondaga County
currently partners with the YWCA of
Syracuse. They do not have their own
facilities and are not able to reach and
serve a substantial amount of girls.
They do not provide an everyday
afterschool program like many of the
other locations, and instead host monthly
events and events during school breaks
at a low cost to the girl.

1.

INTRODUCTION

Girls Inc. of Syracuse and Onondaga
County will help girls develop skills that
can be harnessed for a future career. This
program includes a physical building for
young women to visit and an outreach
program that can go to local schools
in the Syracuse community as an after
school program. This center will cater
to all career trajectories such as math,
science, art and humanities. To show
the importance of preserving Syracuse’s
history, the historic Aaron Burr Blodgett
School will be home to the new center.
It will be renovated using the Syracuse
Landmarks Restoration guidelines. Young
women will see a building being adapted
to fit a new intent much like they are
adapting their own abilities to fulfill a new
purpose.

2.

PERSONAL NARRATIVE

At the age of six, I became a Girls Inc. Girl at
the Fountain Square Club in Indianapolis,
IN. Everyday after school and every
summer until I was twelve, I spent my time
at Girls Inc. learning new life skills.
My most memorable experiences were
in the interior design class, computer
building class, karate, and golf. I was able
to keep my body and mind active outside
of the typical school environment. By the
time I entered high school, Girls Inc. Indy
switched strictly to an outreach model
and went to the girls at local schools.
While I think the program worked in
Indy, I do not think it would be suitable
for Syracuse as their primary form of
involvement with the girls. I also became
a part of their board as a junior board
member from age fourteen to eighteen. I
was lucky enough to become a four time
scholarship recipient of their national
scholarship. I believe in this program
because I am living proof that it works
and can help all girls.
3.

1. How can historic preservation of
a building show the importance of
preserving the history of women’s rights
in Upstate New York?

RESEARCH QUESTIONS

2. How can Girls Inc. provide career
building opportunities outside of the
normal academic curriculum?
3. How can positive role models impact the
behavior of young women in Syracuse?
4. Can the Girls Inc. center model work in
a larger scale in Syracuse? Is there a need
for this type of program?
5. How can early action towards career
readiness prevent high school dropouts,
teenage pregnancy and other obstacles
towards becoming college educated or
technically trained for a career?

4.

RESEARCH DEVELOPMENT

RESEARCH OVERVIEW

The research strategy employed for the new
proposed location of the Girls Inc. of Syracuse
and Onondaga County at the Blodgett School
included a multitude of types of findings
from written documentation and in person
investigation. Formal studies on the education of
girls, comparative analysis from history to now,
interviews of experts, global convention forums,
and in person investigation and analysis were all
avenues taken to grasp a better understanding
of the needs and demographics of the girls in
the Near Westside of Syracuse, NY.
“Early Adolescents’ Understandings of College
and Career Readiness Conceptually and in
Relation to their Own Lives”
Kathleen Hill
Kathleen Hill’s study and dissertation analyzes
the lack of student perspective when evaluating
students on their college and career readiness
(CCR).

“What Works in Girls’ Education”
Evidence for the World’s Best Investment
Gene B. Sperling and Rebecca Winthrop
In 2015, 62 million girls in the world did not
have access to a formal education. While
this number is shrinking, the challenges in
educating girls to a secondary education
level remain an obstacle. Investing in girls’
education is the next step in making the world
a better place.
“A Girl’s Education”
(Schooling and the Formation of Gender
Identities and Future Visions)
Judith Gill, Katharine Esson,
and Rosalina Yuen
This study demonstrates the difficulties girls
face with gender identity in the modern age
and what it means to “be a girl.” This analysis
argues that more can be done in formal
education to help girls find themselves and
lead to a less divisive education.
“Role Models for Women Centre Stage”
Nancy Dunne
Nancy Dunne, a writer for Financial Times,
elaborates on the changes of women role
models from her childhood in the 1960’s to
present day. While she believes there is a high
quantity of role models, there is not equality
amongst genders.

5.

Richard Applebaum
President of Klepper, Hahn and Hyatt
Structural Engineer

What makes the Blodgett important to Syracuse
history?
For the time period in which the Blodgett was
built, it was very forward thinking. The cast
in place concrete and steel foundary used
originally have helped maintain the building for
this long. The building is on the city and state
Historic Registry so it is protected once financing
becomes available.

At the Clinton Global Initiative, actress and
activist, Frida Pinto, sat amongst Tisungeni, a 13
year-old girl from Malawi, and Tamela Neboa
from the Discovery Learning Alliance to discuss
the Future of Girl’s Education. The presentation
involved important statistics about boys in Africa
being 1.5 times more likely to go to secondary
school and 33 billion dollars being lost each
year in the economy for India if only they put
more money in girls education. More important
that the statistics being read were the passions
these women had for the cause and the specific
things they were doing to help the situation.
“Courage, sacrifice, determination, commitment,
toughness, heart, talent, guts. That's what little
girls are made of.”

RESEARCH OVERVIEW

What is the current condition of the Blodgett
School?
The Blodgett School has had very poor
maintenance for almost 100 years. The structure
needs repointed, the roof and ceiling in the
auditorium are in desperate need of repair from
water damage and the roof needs to be updated
to meet the new snow codes. The auditorium was
closed previously because of the water damage
ruining the masonry and plaster.

The Future of Girls Education:
Panel Discussion - CGI 2015 Annual Meeting

What features of the Blodgett are still able to be
preserved?
The terracotta, limestone and marble details on
the exterior can be rehabilitated to look as they
were intended to look. The entryways, marble
columns and woodwork can be restored as
well with more care since they were “beat up”
throughout the years.

6.

7.

PRECEDENT STUDIES

PRECEDENT STUDIES

Location: Denver, Colorado
Client: Denver Public Schools
Architects: Humphries Poli
Total Project Cost: $17.1 mil.
Size: 170,000 sq.ft.
Originally Built: 1911
The architects respected and worked with the National Historical
Preservation Standards. They restored the original woodwork, ceiling,
and flooring. They updated and made the space functional to the use
today. However, the building was not enhanced to inspire students in the
academic environment.

8.

9.

PRECEDENT STUDIES

PRECEDENT STUDIES

Location: Oakland, CA
Client: Girls Inc.
Architects: Anne Phillips Architects
Size: 34,000
Originally Built: Early 1900’s
The architects made the space function to fit
the needs of the girls and staff. The space was
separated into office space for staff and active
spaces for the girls. This project was LEED Silver
Certified. They preserved the terra cotta façade,
but much of the interior was stripped. This
renovation does not fit historical preservation
guidelines or honor the history of the interior.
(“Building Design & Partners”, Girls Inc. of Alameda County)

10.

11.

PRECEDENT STUDIES

PRECEDENT STUDIES

Location: Omaha, NE
Client: Girls Inc.
Architects: The Architectural Offices
Total Project Cost: $15 million
Completion: Early 2016
Size: 55,000 sq.ft.
This center replaced the rental YMCA space being used by the
Girls Inc. of Omaha. This center houses a fitness and wellness
center as laboratory to use. While the Girls Inc of Omaha
focuses on STEM programs, this facility is meant to keep the
girls active and engaged with the community. This was a new
addition added to the University of Nebraska Medical Center.
(“Girls Inc. Breaks Ground on 55,000 Square Foot Facility Expansion.”)

12.

SITE ANALYSIS: NEAR WESTSIDE

The Near Westside of Syracuse
is the most impoverished
neighborhood of Syracuse.
The people of the NWS are
the most uneducated, have the
lowest paying jobs and own
the least amount of homes.
The neighborhood is very high
in crime and has high prison
return rate. Most children are
born to unwed parents and
attend schools with very low
graduation rates. Women in
the area are not empowered to
pursue male-dominated career
fields like law, science or public
service.

Figure 1

(Near Westside Neighborhood)

13.

Figure 2

14.
Figure 4

SITE ANALYSIS: NEAR WESTSIDE

Figure 3

15.

SITE ANALYSIS: BLODGETT SCHOOL

SITE ANALYSIS: BLODGETT SCHOOL

Aaron Burr Blodgett Vocational School
312 Oswego St, Syracuse, NY 13204
Commission: 1912 - Completion:1918
Current Condition: The Blodgett School has had very poor maintenance for almost 100 years.
The structure needs repainted, the roof and ceiling in the auditorium are in desperate need of
repair from water damage and the roof needs to be update to meet the new snow codes. The
auditorium was closed previously because of the water damage ruining the masonry and plaster.
Historical Significance: For the time period in which the Blodgett was built, it was very forward
thinking. The cast in place concrete and steel foundry used originally have helped maintain the
building for this long. The building is on the city and state Historic Registry so it is protected once
financing becomes available.
Features to Preserve: The terracotta, limestone and marble details on the exterior can be
rehabilitated to look as they were intended to look. The entryways, marble columns and woodwork
can be restored as well with more care since they were “beat up” throughout the years.

16.

17.

SITE ANALYSIS BLODGETT SCHOOL

Blodgett History

Figure 5

Neighborhood Traits
Primarily Residential Neighborhood
Food Desert
Park Access Available
Religious Facilities Available

The modern construction of the building is easily
seen by the two-foot masonry walls, concrete
columns and concrete slab and the steel beams
in the lunchroom and auditorium. Syracuse was
known for quality brick masons and the exterior
of the building shows their handicraft. The
building was state of the art at the time and had
an elevator and rudimentary electrical systems.
It has been updated as it was used as an
elementary and junior high school, however, it
is in need of repair and much of the building is
sectioned off as unusable.

18.

SITE ANALYSIS: BLODGETT SCHOOL

The Blodgett Vocational School is located in
what is now referred to as the Near Westside
of Syracuse. During its heyday, the railroad
ran parallel to it. The concept of the vocational
school was unique because it had separate
gender facilities, which was a European fashion.
The basement had “male trade” rooms like
woodwork and ironwork and the third floor had
“female trade” rooms like sewing and culinary.

19.

PEER ORGANIZATION OBSERVATION

During my volunteer experience, I was
able to help tutor with homework, play
pool, make crafts and bond with the
children to be a positive role model for
them.

PEER ORGANIZATION OBSERVATION

The Boys and Girls Club at Central
Village in Syracuse is an after school
program for children age six to twelve
from 2 p.m. to 6 p.m. each school day
according to the Syracuse City School
District Calendar. They also provide
summer programs to keep students
active.

The children must finish their homework
first when they come to the center, then
they have free play, group activities and
a family dinner. This routine helps create
structure in the center and provides the
children with another meal each day.
While I support the efforts of the Boys
and Girls Club, I found that there was
not enough structure, supervision or
skill building opportunity. The organized
group activities were computer games
or crafts, not thought provoking learning
experiences.

20.

BLODGETT PRESERVATION

The Blodgett School is in the Beaux Arts Style created from the
academy which originated at the Ecole de Beaux Arts in Paris.
The Beaux Arts Style is an academic neoclassical architectural
style. This style was made famous to the U.S. by the 1893
World Fair in Chicago. Though Beaux Arts architecture of
the twentieth century might on its surface appear out of
touch with the modern age, steel-frame construction and
other modern innovations in engineering techniques and
materials were often embraced. The prime of this style in
the U.S. was from 1893 - 1920, so by the time the Blodgett
was constructed it was already becoming out of style.

North River Bluestone

Features to Preserve:

- Entryways
- North River Bluestone Steps
- Interior Marble Pilasters and Railings
- Plaster Wainscotting
- Exterior Corinthian Columns
- Terrazo and Wood Flooring

Features to Change:

- New Roof to Meet Code
- More Restrooms to Meet Code

Front Entrance

Features in Need of Repair:
- Roof
- Windows
- Plaster
- Exterior Stairs

21.

Marble Railing

Syracuse Landmark Preservation Board:
Standards for Rehabilitation

BLODGETT PRESERVATION

1. A property will be used as it was historically or be given a new use
that requires minimal change to its distinctive materials, features,
spaces, and spatial relationships.
2. The historic character of a property will be retained and preserved.
The removal of distinctive materials or alteration of features, spaces,
and spatial relationships that characterize a property will be avoided.
3. Each property will be recognized as a physical record of its
time, place, and use. Changes that create a false sense of historical
development, such as adding conjectural features or elements from
other historic properties, will not be undertaken.
4. Changes to a property that have acquired historic significance in
their own right will be retained and preserved.
5. DIstinctive materials, features, finishes, and construction techniques
or examples of craftsmanship that characterize a property will be
preserved.
6. Deteriorated historic features will be repaired rather than replaced.
Where the severity of deterioration requires replacement of a
distinctive feature, the new feature will match the old in design, color,
texture, and, where possible, materials. Replacement of missing
features will be substantiated by documentary and physical evidence.
7. Chemical or physical treatments, if appropriate, will be undertaken
using the gentlest means possible. Treatments that cause damage to
historic materials will not be used.
8. Archeological resources will be protected and preserved in place.
If such resources must be disturbed, mitigation measures will be
undertaken.
9. New additions, exterior alterations, or related new construction will
not destroy historic materials, features, and spatial relationships that
characterize the property. The new work shall be differentiated from
the old and will be compatible with the historic materials, features,
size, scale and proportion, and massing to protect the integrity of the
property and its environment.
10. New additions and adjacent or related new construction will
be undertaken in a such a manner that, if removed in the future,
the essential form and integrity of the historic property and its
environment would be unimpaired.

22.

DESIGN DEVELOPMENT

PROGRAM DEVELOPMENT

The Girls Inc. of Syracuse and Onondaga County will serve as career readiness
center for young women in Syracuse, New York to help them develop skills that
can be harnessed for a future career.
This center will cater to all career trajectories such as math, science, art and
humanities through multi-purpose classrooms and easy to move furniture.
The historic features of the building from the original 1918 structure will be
preserved in every isntance possible, while adding new design elements to
enhance their importance to the space.
The girls will see the importance of adapting to fit a new purpose in the
Blodgett School much like they are adapting their own abilities to fulfill a new
purpose.

23.

Daily Use of Building

Figure 6

24.

PROGRAM DEVELOPMENT

The building will be composed of spaces used by the public, private employees, volunteers and
the Girls Inc. girls. The public spaces will be rented for community events like the auditorium and
for regular to the gallery. The girls will have private and secure access to their facilities which is
only shared by staff and volunteers. Classrooms and the visual art classrooms will be usable by
the Syracuse City School District for overflow during the normal school hours until the afterschool
programs begin. Figure 8 displays the schedule during a normal day during the academic school
year. The afterschool program will run from 3 p.m. until 9 p.m. and the summer program will run from
9 a.m. to 5 p.m.

Jenna Johnson: 34, Employee
Jenna is native to Upstate NY and has a MA in education and BA in women
and gender studies. She chose to join the non-profit sector and stay in
Syracuse because she saw the need to inspire young girls to be strong,
smart and bold.

CLIENTS

Jenna spends her time in the center:
- working in the employee main office
- scheduling events in the rental spaces of the building
- handling donor relations

Jasmine Richards: 14, Girls Inc. Girl
Jasmine is in the 9th grade at Fowler High School. Before going to Girls
Inc., she had been hanging out with the wrong crowd and did not spend
time working on her own skills. At Girls Inc., she has learned a new passion
for building computers, programming and computer art.
Jasmine spends her time at the center:
- finishing her homework and tutoring younger girls
- working in the computer lab
- helping tend to the neighborhood garden
- attending yoga and dance classes

25.

Ashley Juarez: 22, Volunteer
Ashley is a law student at Syracuse University who wants to give back to
young women and inspire them to go into male dominated fields.
Ashley spends her time at the center:
- tutoring girls of all ages
- helping with check-in
- facilitating the center debate class
-working in the volunteer center for outreach programs

CLIENTS

Natalia Nisic: Female, 7, Girls Inc. Girl
Natalia immigrated with her family to Syracuse from Bosnia when she was 4
years old. Her father works at a factory and her mother stays at home. She
is encouraged by her parents to have a better education than they had.
Natalia is interested in ballet, painting and mathematics.
Natalia spends her time at the center:
- playing in the young girl lounge
- finishing her homework
-practicing reading and writing
- attending ballet and art classes
- playing math games on the computer

26.

PROGRAM DEVELOPMENT

Room Name

Ind. Units
Lobby
1
Women's Rights Gallery
1
Restroom
12
Employee Lounge
1
Guest Check-In/Front Desk
1
Kitchen
1
Cafeteria
1
Auditorium
1
Staff Offices
6
Collaborative Space
2
Volunteer Center
1
Gymnasium
1
Study Space
2
Classrooms
6
Visual Art Rooms
1
Girls Check-In
1
Computer Lab
2
Older Girl Lounge
1
Younger Girl Lounge
1
Staff Break Room
1
Science Lab
1
Dance/Fitness Studio
1
Locker Rooms
2
Mechanical
1
Library
1
Total Square Footage Used By Girls Inc.
Public Community Space

27.

# of Users Total Sq. Ft
Notable Adjacency
20 +
2000 First Floor Center
20+
4000 Next to Lobby, Opposite Girls Entrance
12
1200
10
750 Near offices and Collaborative Space(s)
10
300 First Floor, located directly after Lobby
10
1500 Located next to cafeteria
100
3250
1055
6200 Includes lobby for rental space
6
600 Located on the "Staff Side"
50
1000
10
1000
300
5000
60
1000
6
4500
40
1000
10
300 Near the separate entry for girls
60
1200 Two locations based on age group
40
700 Second floor is mostly for "older" girls
40
700 Third floor is mostly for "younger" girls
10
500
25
600
40
3000
40
2000 By Gym / By Dance Studio
NA
4000
60
1600
28400
15500
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Considerations
Acoustics
Acoustics
Lighting
Noise Isolation
Privacy
Acoustics, Lighting
Acoustics, Lighting
Acoustics, Lighting
Acoustics, Lighting
Acoustics, Lighting
Acoustics, Lighting
Acoustics, Lighting
Acoustics, Lighting
Privacy

Acoustics, Lighting
Acoustics, Lighting
Acoustics
Acoustics, Lighting
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PROGRAM DEVELOPMENT

Notes
Furniture and Equipment
Preserve marble wainscotting and columns Lounge seating, LCD Screens, Way finding
ance Separate entrance for girls and guests
Seating, Welcome Desk, Stand for Written Material
Gender Inclusive Bathrooms, 2 per floor
Separate stalls with privacy doors
ce(s)
Lounge seating, Kitchenette, Dining table
obby Access for all staff and visitors
Desk, filing cabinets, storage, computers
Kitchen has separate entry for users
Commercial Kitchen
Located on the first floor
Convertible dining tables, display screens
Back of building with public entry
Seating, stage, bistro tables for lobby
Equal in size to promote equality
Desk, task chairs, filing/storage
Used by staff and open to the public
Convertible tables and chairs for easy movement
Training and lounge space
Lounge seating, "classroom furniture"
Sized to fit a high school basketball court
Storage for equipment
Private Tutoring and Public Group Space
Lounge seating, tables, chairs
Variety of sizes and functions
Tables, chairs, podiums
Painting, ceramics, metalwork, etc.
Work tables, chairs, sink
Private Check-In
Desk, filing cabinets, storage, computers
Computer classes max at 30 girls
Desk, filing cabinets, storage, computers
girls Older girls are age 12-18
Lounge seating, gaming space, craft area
girls Younger girls are age 6-11
Lounge seating, gaming space, craft area
Located near the girls for emergencies
Lounge seating, Kitchenette, Dining table
Repurposing current science lab
Desks, chairs, cabinetry
Opening a previously closed space
Mirrors, safety bars
Toilet, sink, showers, lockers
Using current mechanical rooms
Existing
Using current library space
Shelving, computers, chairs, tables, circulation desk
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PROPOSED DESIGN

FLOOR PLANS
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35.
Circa 1921

BLODGETT SCHOOL EXTERIOR

BLODGETT SCHOOL EXTERIOR

AARON BURR BLODGETT SCHOOL

Preserved and Updated Exterior
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INTERIOR RENDERINGS

rd is not so great with

Fitness Center and Dance Studio

3M Window Film
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ATS Acoustic Panels

INTERIOR RENDERINGS

“Above all, be the heroine of your own life...”
- Nora Ephron

Women’s Empowerment Library

Haworth: NC-B Resonate

DL Couch: Riata
Bleach Cleanable
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INTERIOR RENDERINGS

Staff Offices

Haworth: Reside Desks

39.

Lab Designs Laminate:
Twilight Comet

INTERIOR RENDERINGS

Shared Study Room

Wilsonart: Pictograph
Dusk (Custom Colors)

KI Torsion
Nesting Chair
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INTERIOR RENDERINGS

#pinkpussyhat

Women’s History Hallway
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Main Office Entry

Figure 7

The glass entryways to the
volunteer center and main
office will be covered by vinyl
word art that reminds the
girls of positive women role
models. This is also shown
in the fitness center and the
library with women in related
fields.

(Girls

Incorporated:

Graphics

and

Intellectual Property Guidelines)

Volunteer Center Entry

Figure 8
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BRANDING STRATEGY

Girls Inc. of Syracuse and
Onondaga County has always
been branded by the YWCA
and has not developed its
own identity. In the Blodgett,
the center will match the
national branding strategy by
following the national font,
and color guidelines. This
new location will be a model
for other centers to follow
of displaying empowering
messages to the girls while
still keeping with the national
guidelines.

HISTORIC HALLWAY DISPLAY

The main hallway on the first floor is brings together the past, present and
future of women in Upstate, NY. The wall display cases show the history of the
building with the exposed brick and original stone columns. The content of
the displays is meant to house current work from the girls in the center.

Material: 3M™ Controltac™ Graphic Film IJ162
-Excellent imageability, slideable and repositionable,
easy removal with heat
- Create eye-catching floor graphics with reliable and
safe floor graphic product
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Figure 9

CURRENT EVENT DISPLAY CASES

Display Case Example

Figure 10

The main hallway on the first floor is brings together the past, present and future of women in
Upstate, NY. The wall display cases show the history of the building with the exposed brick and
original stone columns. The content of the displays is meant to house current work from the girls
in the center or current event news.

Wall Section Example

Figure 11
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CONCLUSION

Why Girls Inc. at the Blodgett School?

FINAL ANALYSIS

The Blodgett School fits the needs to create
a Girls Inc. Center on the Near Westside of
Syracuse. The building is accessible to girls in
need and has ample transportation available
through services such as the Connective
Corridor. The programs at the center will be
focused on career readiness which is missing in
the academic curriculum. The building already
has a gymnasium and auditorium and it could
be open for community space and public
events. The building is also inviting to visitors
because it has space for a museum open to
the public to display information about the
Women’s Rights Movement in Upstate New
York. The architecture itself speaks to the history
of the Beaux Arts Movement in the U.S. and of a
significant period in Syracuse history.
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